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Nightingale’s respect and appreciation for the planet goes beyond our “land-fill sucks” policy and award 
winning environmental ‘zero waste’ initiative. At Nightingale the passion we have for the environment 
is translated into our seating collections. With stylish guest seating options in Sauga, Butterfly, Cricket II 
and Firefly II we have created an array of chairs inspired by some of nature’s most adaptable, innovative, 
and resilient creatures. 
Today’s feature highlights the Butterfly. This lightweight, mobile, stacker chair helps people quickly and 
easily come together, move around, or move apart – whatever the work requires. This chair was made 
for the “social butterfly”. It’s easy-to-move structure allows for casual gatherings to take place throughout 
the workplace. The Butterfly is ideal for informal and flexible workspaces where reconfiguration and 
group facilitation are encouraged. The simple to stack capability of the Butterfly (up to six chairs high) 
makes this chair effortless to incorporate, use, and store in any office environment.   
A unique feature of the Butterfly is the perforated back in combination with the waterfall seat edge. The 
aeration of the perforated back provides the user with comfort, breathability, and the added benefit of 
excellent lumbar support. The waterfall seat gently slopes away from the legs, minimizing pressure on 
the thighs, reducing muscle fatigue, and promoting good posture.  
The molded seat and back are also made from 100% recycled plastic (black only), further emphasizing 
Nightingale’s commitment to sustainability and environmentally friendly processes. The Butterfly was 
designed to withstand multiple uses throughout the day by various people and is therefore durable and 
easy to clean. 
The Butterfly is the ideal chair for group work in meeting rooms, offices or spaces such as reception 
areas, food facilities, or lecture halls. The Butterfly is available in several models. Some options include 
twin wheel carpet casters, chrome legs, drafting stool and soft tile casters. The Butterfly seat and/or 
back can also be upholstered with any choice from our wide selection of fabrics. 
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BUTTERFLY VARIANTS NEW MODELS

808-WH-CH
White Butterfly chair  

with chrome legs

808-WH 
White Butterfly chair  

with standard legs

808-UFST-WH-CH 
Upholstered seat with 

white Butterfly chair 
with chrome legs

808

808-CH

807

SP809

809

808-CA

808-UFST

807-UFST

SP809-UFST

809-UFST

811

811-CH

800

SP810

810

811-CA

811-UFST

800-UFST

SP810-UFST

810-UFST
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BUTTERFLY FEATURES

ANGLED LEGS
WITH FLOOR GLIDES

Provide stability and ease
of movement.

BACK GRIP 

Handle built into back of chair
allows it to easily be picked up

and moved.

ERGONOMIC BACK

The flexible, ergonomically
shaped back facilitates
healthy spinal support.

LIGHT FOAM SEAT

Provides extra comfort and 
distributes weight evenly across 
the surface.

OPTIONAL ARMS

Unobtrusive, short arms 
provide just enough 
added support without  
getting in the way.

CURVED BACK

Compound curved nylon 
back for comfort and easy  
to sanitize.

The Butterfly is an easily portable, comfortable, and light chair. Made for conferences, meetings, class-
rooms, co-working, and lunchrooms, the Butterfly helps you configure your space to suit your needs. 
With its intuitive handle built into the back of the chair, the Butterfly delivers the freedom to move where 
the day takes you.
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MAXIMIZING  
OFFICE SPACE WITH  
STACKABLE CHAIRS
In the realm of office furniture, there exists a plethora of choices, ranging from armchairs to caster chairs, 
each with its own set of advantages and drawbacks. However, amidst this diversity, stackable chairs 
stand out as a versatile solution, offering a multitude of benefits for your office space. Let’s explore why 
stackable chairs are a preferred option:

1. Space Efficiency: Stackable chairs epitomize ease of storage. After use, they can be conveniently   
 stacked away, reclaiming valuable space for other activities. Unlike bulky individual chairs,    
 stackable chairs minimize clutter and maximize storage efficiency.
2. Robust Construction: Renowned for their durability, stackable chairs are built to withstand the   
 rigors of various environments, from bustling cafeterias to serene church halls. With minimal risk  
 of damage or instability, they offer reliable seating solutions for high-traffic areas.
3. Cost-Effectiveness: The longevity of stackable chairs translates to long-term savings. Unlike chairs  
 that require frequent replacement, these sturdy options offer a sound investment for your office or   
 event seating needs.
4. Superior to Renting: While renting chairs may seem convenient initially, it can incur substantial   
 costs, especially for bulk orders. Stackable chairs offer a cost-effective alternative with fixed   
 pricing, ensuring savings in the long run.
5. No Assembly Required: Unlike occasional chairs that demand assembly, stackable chairs are   
 ready to use straight out of the box. Their effortless mobility and joinability enhance convenience,   
 making them ideal for dynamic office environments.
6. Portability: Equipped with robust rubber grips, stackable chairs are highly portable. Whether   
 stacked against a wall or stored under a conference table, they facilitate seamless movement and   
 space optimization.
7. Floor Protection: With minimal hardware on their legs, stackable chairs pose no threat to flooring   
 surfaces, whether carpeted or grassy. This feature is particularly advantageous for rented  
 office spaces.
8. Weather Resistance: Most stackable chairs boast waterproof qualities, ensuring resilience against   
 inclement weather conditions. Their suitability for outdoor events underscores their versatility  
 and practicality.
9. Adaptability: The stacking feature not only facilitates transportation but also ensures stability on   
 various surfaces, making stackable chairs an excellent choice for diverse settings.

In conclusion, stackable chairs epitomize functionality and efficiency, offering unmatched benefits for 
office spaces and events. Before making your selection, consider factors such as space availability, 
replacement part availability, color options, and material durability. By prioritizing practicality over 
aesthetics, you can enhance workplace productivity and comfort with stackable chairs.
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Founded in 1928, Nightingale is a contract seating manufacturer that puts purpose before 
profit. By collaborating with top designers, engineers and research teams, we create 
quality ergonomic products that are good for your body and the planet. Nightingale is one 
of the country’s Greenest Employers and is committed to building products with minimal 
carbon footprints that are recyclable, sustainable and durable. All our products are made 
in our waste-free facility powered by clean energy. As one of the country’s Best Managed 
companies, Nightingale’s commitment to comfort, quality and innovation drives our vision 
to be a global industry leader. 

We invite you to visit us at www.nightingalechairs.com to view all our quality seating 
options, obtain virtual literature, use the My Chair Maker app, learn more about our green 
initiatives and discover Nightingale’s story. 


